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Launch the world’s most popular, high-performance file systems on-demand, without the need to over-provision 
or maintain expensive server infrastructure. Manage storage costs effectively with automated data-tiering 
strategies, project segregation, and archival solutions, all under one service.  Quickly ingest massive amounts 
of footage from production shoots and securely transfer assets to/from 3rd party vendors and clients with 
production-proven solutions.

Take advantage of powerful, spare cloud compute instances at a significantly reduced cost to scale your render 
capacity during peak demand.  Avoid licensing shortage with Usage Based Licensing (UBL), available for 
several industry-leading creative applications and render plugins.

Visual Effects | Design | Editorial | Game Development | Education

Empower your artists, producers, and studio managers to easily 
leverage the latest cloud technologies. 

   + Lower IT requirements, lower IT overhead

   + Quantify production costs per project

   + MPAA/CDSA/TPN compliant ready

   + Reduce time-to-production

   + Pay-as-you-go (OPEX vs. CAPEX)

   + Integration with existing infrastructure

   + Global deployment flexibility

   + Available managed services & ongoing support Global Workforce
Leverage diverse, creative talent around the world. 

Mobility & Accessibility
Bring the studio to your client or next production 
shoot, access your environment securely from any 
location, on any device with an internet connection.

Unpredictable Workloads
Rapidly provision your next production with virtually 
limitless workstations and render worker capacity in 
minutes, not hours or weeks.

Client Data, Separated & Secured
Security is paramount in the cloud. Studio in the 
Cloud can be fine tuned for any client compliance 
requirement.

Enable your next production project with a simplified and secure studio platform.  Rapidly deploy GPU 
accelerated virtual workstations with a few clicks, fully loaded with your creative applications, custom tools, and 
project environments.  Connect to virtual workstations from any location and virtually any device.

STUDIO IN THE CLOUD

SOLUTION BENEFITS USE CASES

OVER 80+ CREATIVE APPLICATIONS SUPPORTED
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SOLUTIONS FOR ALL STUDIOS
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Delivering a production-ready, project-driven, digital content creation studio 
hosted entirely in the cloud. 

Ideal for studios and educational institutions that require all the benefits of 
virtual workstations and high-performance file systems, without render farm 
orchestration. 

Geared toward studios with large pre-existing on-prem investments looking to 
quickly and easily scale those services with the cloud. 

Allows studios to extend their current on-prem render-farm capacity with low-
cost cloud instances. 

ALL IN CLOUD
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BURST RENDER
(on-prem flex)
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LEARN MORE

info@sixninesIT.com 415-937-7070 sixninesIT.com

WHY SIX NINES?

Six Nines IT is an AWS Premier Consulting Partner specializing in helping businesses migrate to the 
cloud responsibly. Six Nines has successfully migrated hundreds of customers across all industries 
to the cloud and offers an unparalleled combination of speed, agility, experience, and proprietary 
solutions to deliver accelerated solutions and a rapid time-to-value. The company combines old-school, 
on-premises IT roots together with deep expertise and a laser focus on all things cloud – including a 
core concentration on High-Performance Computing, AI/ML, AWS Microsoft Workload Competency 
and DevOps Competency – to deliver solutions that are individually tailored to meet customers’ needs 
throughout the cloud lifecycle.

Based in Mumbai and Chennai, FutureWorks is a leading end-to-end film production 
services provider. Staying ahead with technology is what separates FutureWorks 
from its competition. With Six Nines’ help, FutureWorks is now leveraging the cloud’s 
benefits for any future production.

Recognizing the technical limitations and challenges many young students face, 
Gearbox, with Six Nines’ help, set out to develop a virtual classroom leveraging 
GPU accelerated cloud workstations with NICE DCV.  Gearbox provided upcoming 
artists the opportunity to explore their creativity and learn invaluable experience from 
established game industry veterans.  

Six Nines enabled Pixomondo to render large numbers of frames at 4k and manage 
unpredictable production requirements.  The customer’s schedule, not render farm 
availability, determine when work gets completed. Pixomondo’s clients received faster 
turn-around times and Pixomondo’s artists took more control over their schedule.

CASE STUDIES

Solving the Technical Challenges of Tomorrow

Developing the Next Gen of Game Artists

More Scenes, Less Time

OUR PARTNER NETWORK


